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The starting point of any adventure is a formidable, grueling task. 
No sooner one arrives at the destination, it appears that nothing laborious was 
done. So has been the commencement, unveiling, launching of the ‘QUEST’ News 
track bulletin. This novice greenhorn, newcomer, in the techno savvy world did 
have something to convey and receive at the end. With a handful prints, this 
neophyte made a tremendous imprint in the psyche of the stake holders of the SJS 
family in Baramulla. The rookie guide and mentor of this tiny budding and 
blossoming print newsflash is grateful to all its contributors and readers. Kudos , 
dear friends and well- wishers.  

This issue rightly gets back in evaluating its beginning journey and 
looks pointedly towards its flourishing days ahead in this session. The Principal in 
his final address to the quest issue volume 1, highlights will power and hard work 
can make things possible.  Zara Zahoor and Anha Hilal students of class 8th 
recapitulated review in their  analysis, the academic session 2016-17 as pivotal, 
momentous and bearing  a  paramount effect on their learning life. Teacher Ifshan, 
in her  casual deliberations, pinpoints ,the unique and impressive process of 
selecting the most outstanding students for the session 2016-17  has definitely 
boosted the morale of the winners and triggered the mind of a new one for this 
session. All in all session 2016-17 has set the momentum going smoothly in all 
aspects for a determined, resolute, learner on  a well set path. He or she need not 
do something heroic, but be fixed on the goal ahead and do the best. 

Little efforts done with persisting firmness will definitely give 
immeasurable joys. “That’s thee wishes for the students, teachers and the readers,” 
says rookie. 

 

  

 

I  congratulate the editorial team of the Quest news 

bulletin for bringing  out the booklet of SJS success 

story for the full session.  

Nothing is impossible if you have a strong will and 

know how to work hard. Beno Zephine is a living 

example of this, and a great source of inspiration for 

all the youngsters. Zephine never let her disability 

come in her way of achieving her dreams. She  fought 

against all odds to become India’s first IFS officer with 100% blindness. Having 

gone through all the difficulties and finally emerging as a winner, Zephine advises 

other people with disabilities to never give up on their dreams , utilize the resources 

available to them.  

Dear students and  parents no one can put a limitation on you, except you. Where 

there is a will , there is a way out. 

 

Editorial 

     Principal’s Thanking  Address 
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 It was the last of the activity before the students would venture into the 

final assessment of their academic progress. The weather was conducive to 

have a jolly good marathon. The enthusiasm of the students was beyond 

bounds to have such an activity before the academic session closes. The 

winners were awarded in a general assembly with medal and a trophy.  

 

 

The management conducted an activity for the  teachers and the mentors of 

the students through a ballot system to choose the most outstanding student 

in each class  for the session 2016-17.  The poll delivered a domino effect 

surprising the teachers and the students at large. The criterion for the 

referendum was the overall comprehension of the student. Namely, the teacher 

–student bond, peer bond, the values system that one holds, academic 

seriousness, sports etc. To put it  succinctly, the teacher do  observes the 

student minutely and reward handsomely when time comes. Quest applauds 

the exemplars of SJS for 20117!!!!  

 

The sports department in the form of track events and group matches 

organized a mini Annual Sports Day for classes Nursery to 8th in boys and girls 

category separately. Keeping the theme of the Year “It’s fun, It’s fitness and It’s 

utsav”, the event bid bye to all such events for session 2016-17 and embarked 

on a serious note to prepare for the final term exams. The joys of the winners 

to hold the trophies in their hands at the end of the year was a phenomena 

never to be forgotten.  

Three Cheers!!!  

 

It was the mega-titanic-mammoth event of the year. The much 

awaited, systematically prepared, jointly fashioned by the management, staff and 

students. The initial dragging, half mind set up, the study load did not hinder the 

path which led to the culmination of two days celebrations. The presentation of the 

annual day included aerobics, dance, sports drills, umbrella formations, ball drills, 

hoops exercises, Punjabi bhangra and Kashmiri rouf. Dignitaries from Ministers 

to Military officials, Principals of the neighbouring schools, bureaucrats, parents 

and the well wishers were witness to this impressive, remarkable, colossal show 

from the SJS family. The arena beautification with unique embellishment 

    The Most Outstanding student- A ballot process: 

 

 

      The Annual Day celebrations: 

 

 

 

CAMPUS  CORNER 

The marathon race for classes 4th -5th 

 

 

 

 Mini –sports day celebration: 

: 
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broadcasted the mood  of  the SJS family to the  audience. The students with their 

unstoppable raptures, ecstasy, thrilled the audience and especially their parents. 

The whole stadia buzzed with euphoric applauds for each  and every performance 

the students gave. The students created a seventh heaven with a splendid, 

stunning, picturesque, scenic  Grand  Finale on their Annual Day celebration.  

 

It was really, ‘ FUN, FITNESS and  USTAV  in SJS  on September 16th  

and 17th 2017,  days that went down in the annals of history.  ( photo of  annual 

day) 

I take this moment as an opportunity to share my 

views over the ideas that were in cooperated in the school 

that have greatly excelled the progress of academics. 

 A stereotype was broken & a new examination pattern was 
followed, as the previous one was rigid, which triggered a 
sense of self-study among the students & now the students were not solely 
dependent on teachers for the knowledge, as they found their own way to enlighten 
their young minds, which helped them to get set of the competitive exams. 
  This school received the measure care from the Principal and especially 
the Vice Principal who, with his team, enabled pupils to develop greater levels of 
independence and helped prepare them for the next stage of their education & 
training, which resulted in immense participation of students in co-
curricular activities. 
 
   Active participation of the students on the annual day where major lessons 
of life beyond the defined syllabus and scripted books were taught by the teacher 
Infused personality, physical, mental standard and transformed the living status 
among the students. Not only that, it helped them to earn recognition and respect 
in their family and society as well. 
 

Reshuffling and Internal assessment was another value-added addition 
that added drastic positive change in the discipline of the students. 
  Teachers are tenacious in their dedication to provide high quality teaching. 
Staff knows their pupils very well and that strengthen positive Teacher-Pupil 
relationship that encouraged pupil to work harder and be successful. 
  The school has excellent leaders who do their utmost to offer the best 
teaching and learning experience possible. With this determination, Saint Joseph's 
School will go from strength to strength.  
 
  I am delighted to share my views. I hope our young people continue to gain 
the life skills and qualifications that they need to achieve their full potential in life. 
 

 

 

OBSERVER’S VIEW :  By :   [ IFSHAN BASHIR 

]  
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It’s very difficult to summarize what we 

have gained in this session               (2016-

17). It would be apt to state that we were 

the luckiest ones to have experienced this 

unique academic session. Each area, 

sphere related to this academic session 

was a mind blowing paramount feeling 

generating dose. The exam pattern made 

our learning systematic, more intense and self- learning. The co- curricular 

activities were full of life, creating a reality from imagination. The competitive 

contest with the neighbouring schools taught us that unified and organized 

planning can render ecstatic feelings beyond words.  

On the reverse side, it jolted us from our slumber. Our precious cozy zones- spoon 

feeding, by heart methodology without understanding, all have now become things 

of the past- absolutely outdated. 

Thanks for shaking/ molding us once again. 

 

FOR THE ACADEMIC SESSION 2016-2017 

 It has been FUN, it has been FITNESS and it has been UTSAV for the entire 

academic year 2016-2017.  These three prime, important and vital aspects are 

the foundation stones of a salubrious life.  The age, class, books or any other 

category of classification can hardly stop the influence of FUN, FITNESS and 

USTAV in an academic set up.  Thus the whole session of the theoretical, 

abstract, hypothetical, speculative, practical, scholarly, bookish, intellectual 

etc. can’t be accomplished without FUN, FITNESS and UTSAV. The entire 

academic year can be recapitulated, recapped, digested and condensed with 

FUN, FITNESS and UTSAV. 

1) IT HAS BEEN FUN:   

a)       The term exuberance includes enthusiasm, excitement, liveliness, 

energy, cheerfulness and apathy which are the corollaries of fun.  But FUN 

in an academic set up could also mean learning in a practical way.  The 

mental concept and ideas   are focused towards a practical application in 

day to day life. In simple words, it’s TRIAL and ERROR METHOD. Here 

the student understands in a deeper way how mental abstract concept can 

be related to real life. The theoretical as well as abstract concepts from 

By:  ZARA ZAHOOR and ANHA HILAL  

 

 

 

ANNUAL REPORT  [ SCHOOL MANAGEMENT] 

1)  
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different subjects have been conveyed to the students in a systematic way, 

but it’s fun when the students learn to apply it for life learning. The cycle 

test, unit test , term exams, assignments etc.,  however  unique they may 

be, will have no desired result  unless one engages herself or himself  in it. 

The innovativeness of the various tests conducted was to create an 

atmosphere of seriousness with a little tinge of fun. Thus the expected 

results was to see the growth intellectually within a desired ratio. Novelty 

brings freshness and strikes a chord to give better in near future. This has 

happened in all the learning and examining events taken in this year. Those 

who were always in the forefront  have been displaced and  punctilious, 

conscientious have taken their places. In short it’s nice and fun to see a SEA 

of change. The seriousness of FUN can give a jolt to all those in cozy 

comfortable ranks for so many years. FUN really awakens one from the 

deep snugs.   It promotes moral victory and boosts confidence. 

2) IT HAS BEEN FITNESS: 

a)      The sundry, motley, multifarious, miscellaneous indoor and outdoor 

sports activities have injected the FITNESS therapy within the minds of 

the students and the staff. This year the unique and out of the box camp 

programme has had its marks imprinted on the psyche of the students and 

the parents at large. It has been an experience of absorbing, acquiring and 

discovering various life enhancing tricks or tips. Besides physical fitness, 

the mental and the psychological aspects of interactions with the qualified 

personnel from various professions have also been taken care during this 

academic session by the management. Timely inputs to the teachers and 

the students have produced the desired results in academics, sports and 

co-curricular activities. The opportunities availed to the teachers and the 

students to conduct the school assembly, programmes on special 

occasions, organizing debates, seminar etc   have proven the gradual 

process of FITNESS in  each member of the age old school.  

b)       It was FITNESS feature that boosted the confidence of the staff and 

the students  to organize two great events at Baramulla district level: 

Namely the (1) The general Knowledge quiz called INTELLIGENTSIA  

2017 and (2) The  dictation cum vocabulary quiz called GRAMATICA 

2017. These two episodes and their results  have instilled in the minds of 

the SJS family that DREAMS, though unfathomable can be delved into 

with zeal, convictions, competence and potential available and produce 

the desired and satisfactory results.  

c)     The school was privileged to have a group of like- minded students, 

who along with their teachers and mentors, took a great leap in bringing 

out through printed form the literary traits through a brief monthly news 
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magazine called QUEST.  This small  magazine contains  the  monthly 

happenings within  the school campus. So far three issues have been 

released. 

d)     At the academic level, the students have been groomed to be 

competitive, sharp and self- confident. Through systematic, painstaking, 

meticulous teaching and exam modus operandi, the management feels a 

silver lining for the coming session in further academic growth of the 

students. The school applauds the uncompromising cooperation of the 

parents in extending a helping hand for better academic excellence of 

their wards.  

3) IT  HAS BEEN UTSAV:  

     The all-inclusive academic session 2016-2017 has been the year of 

innumerable, diverse, miscellaneous celebrations. The festivity of 

entering the thresholds of Alma Mater after a long tedious year  was 

followed by the selection, Oath taking and installation of the Students 

Council cum Assignments of Committees for the staff. The concord and 

the concurrence of staff and students in shouldering responsibilities for 

this academic year in varied domains, disciplines, areas was the hallmark 

of the year. In the sports domain: The Marathon races, the district level 

volleyball tournament, the football games for boys and girls, the friendly 

cricket, football matches with the neighbouring schools were some of the 

celebrations sparks of the year 206-2017. The co-curricular realm was 

bubbling with plethora of activities: quote poster contest, winter selfie 

competition, the kangddi challenge, the dinning hall arrangement gala, 

the inter class magazine festivity were some of the fantabulous, 

cherished, notable, impressive, memorable moments etched in the soul 

of the SJS family for this academic year 2016-17. The school 

representation, participation  cum organization for all the state held 

celebrations is quintessence, archetype of SJS family. The Bal Mela 2017 

was an awesome fete, fiesta, carnival for the little tiny tots of the SJS 

extended family. It was a day full of life for the little kids away from the 

books and heavy bags. Viva carnival said the little kids as they left the 

campus and place a sign for the next one to come soon on their psyche. 

The Annual Day celebrations of 2017 is a Pandora box, a package of 

multi-discipline activities. Each event of the Annual Day contains a tinge, 

a shade, a nuance and an element of FUN, FITNESS and UTSAV. The 

action songs, the rhythmic drills, the action packed aerobics, the tapping 

of steps and the   moves of the whole body  in unison  to the beats of dhol 

and other musical instruments depicts the mood of the Annual Day . This 

Annual Day through the theme: IT’S FUN, IT’S FITNESS and IT’S 
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UTSAV ( ASSUN, GINDDUN TE LASSUN) brings down the curtains on 

all formats of FUN, FITNESS and UTSAV in the days to come. In the end 

2016-2017 academic year unboxed the potentials of the students and the 

staff in all spheres of school life. Bravo SJS family! It’s a good job at the 

end. This year’s Annual Day Celebration gave a fitting finale to the 

academic year 2016-2017.   

 

 

The whole academic year 2016-17 did encompass with practical, sensible, 

minute and tender imaginations in SJS. The results of imaginations, in actions-

behaviour, words, activities, programs, exams etc. in the lives of the teachers 

and the students proved how much worth every imagination was. It made me 

active, systematic, illustrious, determined, zealous and passionate about the 

reality that I foresaw in imagination. It really worked. 

But, the other sides of the coin of imagination were the school 

management, teachers, students and the parents at large. The push and pull, 

confront and suggest, support and guidance, morale and moral motivation 

have made things easier to be a reality throughout the year.  

The rookie is indebted to the contributors for the ‘Quest’’ issues for the year 

2016-17.  

The Quest awaits massive cooperation from its readers for its continual 

growth.  

 

 

 

Every new dawn brings a fresh chance, it brings new hope; 

it sheds new light on old problems. A new chance for a new 

beginning again, we come to understand God by 

understanding ourselves; if we cannot understand God’s 

creation, we can never understand God. Remember that 

everything in life is seasonal, the good times will come as the 

snow melts and the sunshine of spring will surely shine 

through. 

In schooling, every new academic year brings new hopes and new goals for life. 

Beginning makes a lot of difference… so always keep your beginning focused, 

optimistic and full of dedication… Another fresh year at school is a chance to 

begin your life fresh, with new goals and new challenges 

Scribblings from Rookie’s pen:    
 

MESSAGE FOR THE NEW ACADEMIC YEAR 
BY: MIR MEHRAJ UD DIN 
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 Let us welcome this new year with new energies and new hopes… to experience 

new things and to learn things you never knew before… May you make the best 

of this coming year with your hard work and patience 

 Let us make this beginning more beautiful by bowing our heads to thank God 
for a lovely last year and seek blessings for another great year at school…. I 
wish you all the luck to get your goals and be a winner like always. 

Dear Josephites, I feel proud to welcome you to this temple of learning 

wishing you the best of the year ahead, be at your best and God will do the rest. 

Have a wonderful year….. 

 

 

A Report by Teacher  Fozia Sheikh: 

Children’s Day being a special occasion is celebrated with great enthusiasm 

and extreme jubilation at SJS. Every year, on November 14  the school 

organizes a colourful event to cheer the budding blooms up. 

 This year a gala celebration was organized by the school authority and the 

staff. The entire stage was decked up quite beautifully. Mr. Abdul Majeed 

Conducted the event and the celebrations began with immense joy and 

magnificence. The teacher devotedly conducted the prayer service. The little 

children also contributed their share in the form of dance to mark the occasion. 

The whole gamut of entertainment included songs, dance, and comedy like 

enactments led by children and teacher together. The most exciting part of the 

day was the games conducted for the children. Those who excelled in games 

also received the awards from the hands of Principal and the Headmistress. 

The Principal addressed the students highlighting to dream big and work hard 

because the future of the world is in their hands.  

 The next phase of the day followed a friendly meal of each class with 

their form /class teacher. The children took leadership to arrange for the 

yummy delicacies for their own class.  

 All in all, the students did portray they can mesmerize anyone with 

their talents and shouldering of the responsibilities when an opportunity 

comes their way.  It was a phenomena to watch when the children dined 

together with their teacher/s.  It was a real fiesta full of splendor. 

 

In a short and petite function the school authorities felicitated students 

who had excelled in academics and getting highest grand total among the four 

section of the class for the session 2016-17. Besides, the students who got 100% 

attendance for the previous year were also honoured.  

CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 2017 

 

 

 

ACADEMIC EXCELENCE AWARD DAY 2017: 
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The Principal in his exhorting message pointed that each student should 

create a habit to love the school and make it his second home. Thus 100% 

attendance will show the results in the coming session.  

 

 

All have dreams. These dreams are consciously and meticulously collected from 

various sources, through sundry mediums and gradually 

given a thought on it. All the  inventions, innovations, till 

date have been given a little nudge by the  dreamer, with 

the help of parents, teachers, elders, books, schools, 

colleges and  the mechanical gadgets. The timely 

motivations, the gently prodding, the clear intentions 

eventually mould the psyche of a dreamer, a learner. It leads to a realization in 

the mind of the learner that a dream can be made a reality. A systematic way of 

learning is one of the procedures that leads to dreams being realized. This annual 

day highlighted all this in a unique blended way.  The actions songs of the tiny 

tots, the aerobics, the drills with the cultural embellishments have proven that 

learning is unstoppable.  Each alphabetical letter, each single number digit and 

each mathematical sign do have a role in getting dreams realized. So, it’s FUN to 

dream, it’s FITNESS which is needed to be handed over to the dreamer by the 

parents, elders and teachers.Its UTSAV will be observed when the dreamer, 

learner enhances life of OTHERS AND SELF.   

 

We all stand for the school anthem after the grand finale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Grand finale 

2)  

 

 

 

The Grand Finale 
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Chief Guests During Annual Function 2017 

 

 

 

 

The Grand Finale Bhangda 

Kashmiri Rouf Band Performance 

Annual Day Function 2017 Performances 
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MC’s and Volunteers During Annual Day 2017 

 

 

 

 

MC’s Volunteers 

Editorial team: [Issue 1 ] 
Editor in chief : Vice Principal of SJS, Bla.  
News special correspondent: Mrs. Shyla 
Graphic designer: Mir Mehraj Ud  din 

Publisher: SJS 
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UKG Graduates 

4)  

 

 

 

Rouf Students 

Group Photograph 
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